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The

Engendering

of

Archaeology

RefiguringFeminist Science Studies
ByAlison Wylie*
INTERNAL CRITIQUES: THE SOCIOPOLITICS OF ARCHAEOLOGY

In the last fifteen years archaeologistshave been drawninto heated debatesabout
the objectivityof theirenterprise.These arefrequentlyprovokedby criticalanalyses
that demonstrate(with hindsight)how pervasivelysome of the best, most empirically sophisticatedarchaeologicalpracticehas reproducednationalist,racist, classist, and,accordingto the most recentanalyses,sexist and androcentricunderstandings of the culturalpast. Some archaeologistsconclude on this basis that however
influentialthe rhetoricof objectivitymay be among practitioners,the practiceand
productsof archaeologymust inevitablyreflectthe situatedinterestsof its makers.
A greatmanyothersregardsuchclaims with suspicion,if not outrighthostility.They
maintainthe conviction-a centraland definingtenet of NorthAmericanarchaeology since its founding as a professionearly in this century-that archaeologyis,
firstand foremost,a science and that,therefore,the social and political contextsof
inquiryare properlyexternalto the processof inquiryand to its products.'
The feministcritiquesof archaeologyon which I focus here are relativenewcomers to this growing traditionof internal"sociopolitical"critique.Not surprisingly,
they have drawnsharplycriticalreactionsthat throwinto relief the polarizedpositions that dominatethinkingabout the status and aims of archaeology.And yet, I
will argue,these feministinterventionsdo not readilyfit anyof the epistemicoptions
definedin this debate;they exemplifya criticalengagementof claims to objectivity
* Departmentof Philosophy,315 TalbotCollege, Universityof WesternOntario,London,Ontario
N6A 3K7, Canada.
I As in many social sciences, archaeologistshave set enormousstore in establishingthe scientific
credibilityand authorityof their discipline and its productsin the last thirtyyears.In NorthAmerica
this took the form of widespreadcommitmentto the prescience, explicitly positivist goals of the
New Archaeology,which embody objectivist ideals in an especially stringentform. Reconstructive
hypotheseswere to be treatedas the startingpoint, not the end point, of research,and any investigation of the archaeologicalrecordwas to be designed (on a hypothetico-deductivemodel of confirmation) as an empirical test of these hypotheses; whatevertheir sources, they were to be confronted
with evidence from the survivingrecordof the pasts they purportto describeand acceptedor rejected
on this basis. The expectationwas thata rigorouslyscientificmethodologywould preservearchaeologists from the perniciousinfluenceof standpoint-specificinterestsand power relationsas they either
operatewithin the field or impinge on it from outside; they would ensure that archaeologyis "selfcleansing"of intrusivebias and thereforeproducesgenuine (i.e., objective)knowledge of the cultural
past.These developmentsare discussed in more detail in Alison Wylie, "TheConstitutionof Archaeological Evidence: Gender, Politics, and Science," in Disunity and Contextualism: New Directions

in the Philosophyof Science Studies,ed. PeterGalison and David Stump(Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford
Univ. Press, 1996), pp. 311-343.
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thatrefusesreductiveconstructivismas firmlyas it rejectsunreflectiveobjectivism.
This is a strategicambivalencethatholds enormouspromiseand is typical of much
feminist thinkingin and about scientific practice.In this essay I first characterize
what I will identify provisionallyas the feminist initiativesthat have emerged in
archaeologysince the late 1980s (qualificationsof this designationcome later)and
then consider their largerimplications.My immediateconcernis how, within the
rubricof feministscience studies,we are to understandthe late andrapidemergence
of an archaeologicalinterestin questions about women and gender.This leads, in
turn,to a set of reflexivequestionsabouthow to do feminist science studies.
Feminist Critiquesin Archaeology
Critiquesof sexism and androcentrismin archaeologyfall into two broadcategories
thatparallelanalysesof otherdimensionsof archaeologicalpractice(e.g., its nationalism, classism, and racism):"content"and "equity"critiques.In addition-and in
this feminist critiques are distinctive-there is emerging a move toward "integrative"analysesthatcombinecontentand equity critiques.
ContentCritiques.Two types of content critiquecan usefully be distinguished.
The firstdrawsattentionto erasure,to ways in which the choice of researchproblem
or the determinationof significantsites or periodsor culturalcomplexes leaves out
of accountwomen and gendereven when they are a crucialpartof the story to be
told.2For example,Anne Yentschdelineatespreviouslyunacknowledgedpatternsof
changein the ceramicwareof domesticassemblagesthattestifyto the gradualtransfer of women'sproductiveactivities (specifically,domestic dairy production)from
the home to commercialenterpriseswheneverthesebecamecapableof industrialization; she arguesthatthis largely unexaminedprocess of appropriationof "women's
work"is crucial for understandingthe transformationof the ruraleconomy in the
northeasternUnited States throughthe eighteenthand nineteenthcenturies.Similarly,Donna Seifert describes the difference it makes to our understandingof the
archaeologyof urbancenters if we take seriously the presence of prostitutes,for
example, in "WithinSight of the White House."And CherylClaassendrawsattention to the rich insightsthatfollow froma focus on the shellfishingactivitiesassociated primarilywith women and children in the Shell Mound Archaic. To take a
prehistoricexample thatI will discuss in more detail laterin this essay,Pat Watson
and Mary Kennedyarguethatdominantexplanationsof the emergenceof horticulturein the EasternWoodlandssharea commonflaw:althoughwomen arepresumed
to have been primarilyresponsible for collecting plants under earlier gathererhunter/foragingsubsistence regimes and for cultivating them when gourds and
maize were domesticated,they play no role at all in accountsof how this profoundly
2 These
critiques closely parallel those that draw attention to the archaeologicalrecord of, for
example, colonial and neocolonial domination in areas where archaeology has focused on the
"eclipsed civilizations"or hominid origins of much earlierperiods (e.g., in LatinAmerica and Africa), that of slaves on plantationsites where the "greathouses" and lives of landholdingplanters
had been the primaryfocus of archaeologicalattention,and that of First Nations communities in
areaslong occupied by Euro-Americansthatwere not recognizedbecause theirpatternsof settlement
did not conformto the Europeanmodel of nucleatedvillages. These examples are discussed in more
detail in Alison Wylie, "EvidentialConstraints:PragmaticEmpiricismin Archaeology,"in Readings
in the Philosophy of Social Science, ed. Lee McIntyreand Michael Martin(Cambridge,Mass.: MIT
Press, 1994), pp. 747-766.
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culture-transforming shift in subsistence practice was realized.3 Watson and Kennedy say they are "leery" of explanations that remove women from the one domain
granted them as soon as an exercise of initiative is envisioned.
Often, however, straightforward erasure is not the problem; and so a second sort
of critique is required, one that focuses on how women and gender are represented
when they are taken into account. From the outset feminist critics have emphasized
that, although questions about women and gender have never been on the archaeological research agenda, archaeological research problems and interpretations are
routinely framed in gendered terms.4The functions ascribed to artifacts and sites are
often gender specific, and models of such diverse cultural phenomena as subsistence
practices among foragers, social organization in agrariansocieties, and the dynamics
of state formation often turn on the projection onto prehistory of a common body of
presentist, ethnocentric, and overtly androcentric assumptions about sexual divisions
of labor and the status and roles of women. Women in prehistoric foraging societies
are presumed to be tied to "home bases" while their male counterparts quite literally
"bring home the bacon," despite extensive ethnohistoric evidence that women in
such contexts are highly mobile and that their foraging activities are often responsible for most of the dietary intake of their families and communities.
More subtle but equally problematic are interpretations of large-scale cultural
transformations that treat gender roles and domestic relations as a stable (natural)
substrate of social organization that is unchanged by the rise and fall of states and
is, therefore, explanatorily irrelevant. In another case that I will consider further,
Christine Hastorf argues that the domestic units encountered in the highland Andes
at the time of the Spanish conquest cannot be projected back into prehistory as if
their form was a given. She offers compelling archaeological evidence that households and gender roles were substantially reshaped by the extension of Inka influence into these territories. In a parallel analysis, Elizabeth Brumfiel argues not just
that the Aztec system of economic and political control changed domestic relations
but that, given its basis in exacting tribute in the form of locally produced cloth, it
depended fundamentally on the intensified and restructured exploitation of female
(domestic) labor.5 In these cases, critical (re)analysis reveals ways in which understanding has been limited not by ignoring women and gender altogether, but by
conceptualizing them in normatively middle-class, white, North American terms.
Equity Critiques. Alongside these forms of content critique, there has grown up a
I

Anne Yentsch,"EngenderingVisible and InvisibleCeramicArtifacts,Especially Dairy Vessels"

in Gender in Historical Archaeology ed. Donna Seifert, special issue of Historical Archaeology,

1991, 25(4):132-155; Seifert, "Within Sight of the White House: The Archaeology of Working
Women,"ibid., pp. 82-108; CherylClaassen,"Gender,Shellfishing,and the Shell MoundArchaic,"
in Engendering Archaeology: Women and Prehistory, ed. Joan M. Gero and Margaret W. Conkey

(Oxford:Blackwell, 1991), pp. 276-300; and PattyJo Watsonand MaryC. Kennedy,"TheDevelopment of Horticulturein the EasternWoodlandsof NorthAmerica:Women'sRole,"ibid., pp. 255-275.
4 See, e.g., MargaretW. Conkey and JanetD. Spector,"Archaeologyand the Study of Gender,"in
Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory, Vol. 7, ed. Michael B. Schiffer (New York: Aca-

demic, 1984), pp. 1-38; and Spectorand MaryK. Whelan,"IncorporatingGenderinto Archaeology
Courses," in Gender and Anthropology: Critical Reviews for Research and Teaching, ed. Sandra

Morgen (Washington,D.C.: AmericanAnthropologicalAssociation, 1989), pp. 65-94.
5 ChristineA. Hastorf,"Gender,Space, and Food in Prehistory,"
in EngenderingArchaeology,ed.
Gero and Conkey(cit. n. 3), pp. 132-159; andElizabethM. Brumfiel,"Weavingand Cooking:Women's Productionin Aztec Mexico,"ibid., pp. 224-253.
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substantialand largely independentbody of literatureconcerningthe demography,
institutionalstructures,funding sources, training, and employmentpatternsthat
shape archaeology.Feministanalysesof the statusof women constitutesome of the
most fine-grainedand empiricallyrich work of this sort.6These "equitycritiques"
documentnot only persistentpatternsof differentialsupport,training,and advancement for women in archaeology,but also entrenchedpatternsof gendersegregation
in the areasin which women typically work.
While such studiesprovidefascinatingdetail on ways in which women are marginalizedwithin archaeology,rarelyare they used as a basis for understandinghow
the content of archaeologicalknowledge is shaped.And althoughcontent critics
providecompelling evidence thatthe silences and distortionsthey identify are systematicallygendered,rarelydo they make any connection between these and the
genderimbalancesin the training,employment,and rewardstructuresof the discipline documentedby equity critics. In general,sociopoliticalcritics in archaeology
have tended to sidestep explanatoryquestions about how the silences and stereotypes they delineateare producedor why they persist.7

6 Much of this "equity"literatureappearsin society or institution
newsletters,in publicationsproduced by in-house reportseries, or is circulatedas informalreportsand internaldocuments. Some
of the more accessible and widely known of these studies and reports include Carol Kramerand
Miriam Stark, "The Status of Women in Archaeology,"AnthropologyNewsletter, 1988, 29(9):1,
11-12; Joan M. Gero, "GenderBias in Archaeology:A Cross-CulturalPerspective,"in The SocioPolitics of Archaeology,ed. Gero, David M. Lacy, and Michael L. Blakey (ResearchReports, 23)
(Amherst: Dept. Anthropology,Univ. Massachusetts, 1983); and Gero, "Socio-Politics and the

Woman-at-Home Ideology," American Antiquity, 1985, 50:342-350. A number of related studies are
collected in Dale Walde and Noreen D. Willows, eds., The Archaeology of Gender: Proceedings of

the 22nd Annual ChacmoolConference(Calgary:ArchaeologicalAssociation, Univ. Calgary,1991);
Hilary du Cros and Laurajane Smith, eds., Women in Archaeology. A Feminist Critique (Canberra:

AustralianNational Univ. Occasional Papers, 1993); MargaretC. Nelson, Sarah M. Nelson, and
Alison Wylie, eds., Equity Issues for Women in Archaeology (Archaeological Papers, 5) (Washington,

D.C.: AmericanAnthropologicalAssociation, 1994); and Cheryl Claassen,ed., Womenin Archaeology (Philadelphia:Univ. PennsylvaniaPress, 1994). The collection edited by Nelson et al. includes
reprintsof a number of earlier and otherwise inaccessible reports, along with newer studies and
overviews of work in a numberof differentnationalcontexts and subfieldsof archaeology.
In discussing this literatureit is importantto note that women are perhapsthe only traditionally
excluded group (with the possible exception of men from working-classbackgrounds)to gain sufficient levels of representationwithin archaeologyto develop such critiqueson theirown behalf. Nevertheless, studies of the sociopolitics of archaeologydocumentmany otherdimensions on which the
demographichomogeneityof the discipline has been maintained.See, e.g., the discussion of recruiting and trainingpracticesin JaneH. Kelley and MarshaP. Hanen,Archaeologyand the Methodology
of Science (Albuquerque:Univ. New Mexico Press, 1988), Ch. 4. Thomas C. Pattersonconsiders
ways in which the interestsof intranationalelites have shaped archaeologyin Patterson,"The Last
Sixty Years:Towarda Social History of AmericanistArchaeology in the United States,"American
Anthropologist,1986, 88:7-22; Patterson,"Some PostwarTheoreticalTrendsin U.S. Archaeology,"
Culture, 1986, 11:43-54; and in Patterson, Toward a Social History of Archaeology in the United

States (Orlando,Fla.: HarcourtBrace, 1995), he offers an analysis of the impact of the GI bill's
educationalsupporton the class structureof the discipline. Bruce G. Triggerexplores the alignment
of archaeology with nationalist agendas of various sorts in A History of Archaeological Thought
(Cambridge:CambridgeUniv. Press, 1989).
7 Typically these studies identify correlations,at a general level, between sociopolitical features
of the discipline and of its products,offering an implicitly functionalexplanationfor androcentric,
nationalist,racist, or classist gaps and biases in content, but rarely do they supply an account of
mediatingmechanisms.Some importantexceptionsare reportedin the landmarkcollection of essays,
The Socio-Politics of Archaeology, ed. Gero et al., that appeared in 1983. Working at a local, infra-

structuralscale, Martin H. Wobst and ArthurS. Keene argued that the fascination archaeologists
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Integrative Critiques. There is one study, undertaken from an explicitly feminist
perspective, that illustrates the potential fruitfulness of "integrative analyses": analyses that explore the link between workplace inequities and androcentric bias in the
content of research. It is an analysis of Paleo-Indian research undertaken by Joan
Gero. She begins by documenting a strong pattern of gender segregation: the predominantly male community of Paleo-Indian researchers focuses almost exclusively on stereotypically male activities-specifically, on large-scale mammoth- and
bison-hunting practices, the associated kill sites and technologically sophisticated
hunting tool assemblages, and the replication of these tools and of the hunting and
butchering practices they are thought to have facilitated. Gero finds that the women
in this field have been largely displaced from these core research areas; they work
on expedient blades and flake tools and focus on edge-wear analysis. Moreover, in
the field of lithics analysis generally, women are cited much less frequently than
their male colleagues even when they do mainstream research, except when they
coauthor with men. Not surprisingly, Gero argues, their work on expedient blades
and patterns of edge wear is almost completely ignored, despite the fact that these
analyses provide evidence that Paleo-Indians exploited a wide range of plant materials, presumably foraged as a complement to the diet of Pleistocene mammals. Gero's
thesis is that these "social relations of paleo research practice" derail the PaleoIndian research program as a whole: "women's exclusion from pleistocene lithic and
faunal analysis ... is intrinsic to, and necessary for, the bison-mammoth knowledge
construct."' The puzzles that dominate Paleo-Indian research are quite literally created by the preoccupation with male-associated (hunting) activities. They turn on
questions about what happened to the mammoth hunters when the mammoths went
extinct: Did they disappear, to be replaced by small game and plant foraging groups,
or did they effect a miraculous transformation as the subsistence base changed?
These questions can only arise, Gero argues, if researchers ignore the evidence from
female-associated tools that Paleo-Indians depended on a much more diversified set
of subsistence strategies than acknowledged by standard"man the (mammoth/bison)
hunter" models. This is precisely the sort of evidence produced mainly by women
working on microblades and edge-wear patterns; it is reported in publications that
remain largely outside the citation circles that define the dominant focus of inquiry
in this area.
ARCHAEOLOGY AS POLITICS BY OTHER MEANS

When critiques of androcentrism and sexism appeared in archaeology in the late
1980s, debate about the implications of sociopolitical critiques was already sharply
have with "origins"researchshould be understoodas, at least in part, a consequence of structural
featuresof disciplinarypractice:Wobstand Keene, 'ArchaeologicalExplanationas Political Economy," ibid., pp. 79-90. Researcherswho control the understandingof originaryevents or cultural
formationsmust be acknowledged, in various ways, by all who work on later, linked periods and
developments;they establishthemselves as the "eyeof the needle"throughwhich all else must past.
This line of argumenthas recently been extendedand reframedin feminist terms by MargaretConkey,in collaborationwith SarahH. Williams,"OriginalNarratives:The PoliticalEconomyof Gender
in Archaeology," in Gender, Culture, and Political Economy: Feminist Anthropology in the Post-

ModernEra, ed. Micaela di Leonardo(Berkeley:Univ. CaliforniaPress, 1991), pp. 102-139.
s Joan M. Gero, "The Social World of PrehistoricFacts: Gender and Power in PrehistoricResearch,"in Womenin Archaeologyx ed. du Cros and Smith (cit. n. 6), pp. 31-40, on p. 37.
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polarized. Some of the most uncompromisingcritics of the explicitly positivist
"New Archaeology"of the 1960s and 1970s parlayedlocal analysesof the play of
interestsin archaeologyinto a generalrejectionof all conceptsor ideals of objectivity. Through the early 1980s they insisted, on the basis of argumentsfamiliar
in philosophical contexts (underdeterminationof theory by evidence, theoryladenness,and variousforms of holism), that archaeologistssimply "createfacts,"
thatevidentialclaims dependon "anedifice of auxiliarytheoriesand assumptions"
that archaeologistsaccept on purely conventionalgrounds,and thatthereis, therefore, no escape fromthe conclusionthatanyuse of archaeologicaldatato test reconstructive hypotheses about the past can "only result in tautology."9The choice
between tautologies, then, must necessarily be determinedby standpoint-specific
interestsandthe sociopoliticsthatshapethem;archaeologyis quiteliterallypolitics
by othermeans.
Withthese arguments,some criticswithinarchaeologybroachwhatBruceTrigger
has describedas a nihilistic "hyperrelativism"
now familiarin many of the social
sciences. Givencriticalanalysesthat"shatter"pretensionsto objectivity,demonstrating that there is no "view from nowhere,"no immaculatelyconceived foundation
of fact, no transcontextualor transhistoricalstandardof rationality,it is assumed
thatepistemicconsiderationsplay no significantrole at all.'0Whatcounts as sound
argumentand evidence (as "good reasons"for accepting a knowledge claim) is
entirely reducible to the sociopolitical realities that constitute the standpointof
practitioners,or communitiesof practitioners,and the conventionsof their practice. Fora greatmanyarchaeologists,these conclusionswere groundsfor summarily
dismissing postprocessualismand any aligned analysis that purportsto bring into
view the play of politics in archaeology.A dominantcounter-responsehas been to
call for a returnto basics, to the real (empirical)business of archaeology.Not surprisingly,the feministcritiquesthatappearedin the late 1980s met with considerable
skepticism.
What distinguishesthe interventionsof feminist critics in these debates is their
refusal, for the most part,to embraceany of the polarizedresponsesgeneratedby
this growingcrisis of confidencein objectivistideals. In most cases feministcritics
in archaeologydependon painstakinglycarefulempiricalanalysisto establishtheir
claims aboutgaps or bias in content,aboutinequitiesin the role andstatusof women
in the field, and aboutthe links between equity and contentcritiques.But however
pervasivethe androcentrismor sexism they delineate,andhoweversharplytheycriticize pretensionsto neutralityand objectivity,they are deeply reticentto embrace
any position approachingthe hyperrelativismdescribedby Trigger.They are clear
about the social, political natureof the archaeologicalenterprise,and yet they do
9 Ian Hodder,"Archaeology,Ideology,andContemporarySociety,"RoyalAnthropologicalInstitute
News, 1983, 56:6; Hodder,"Archaeologyin 1984,"Antiquity,1984, 58:26; and Michael Shanks and
ChristopherTilley,Re-constructingArchaeology(Cambridge:CambridgeUniv. Press, 1987), p. 111.
10Bruce G. Trigger,"Hyperrelativism,Responsibility,and the Social Sciences,"CanadianReview
of Sociology and Anthropology,1989, 26:776-797; ThomasNagel, The ViewfromNowhere(Oxford:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1986); and Richard Bernstein, Beyond Objectivismand Relativism: Science,
Hermeneutics,and Praxis (Philadelphia:Univ. PennsylvaniaPress, 1983). See also Alison Wylie,
"On 'Heavily Decomposing Red Herrings':Scientific Method in Archaeology and the Ladening
of Evidence with Theory," in Metaarchaeology,ed. Lester Embree (Boston: Reidel, 1992), pp.
269-288.
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not consider the outcomes of inquiry or the criteria of adequacy governing practice
to be reducible to the sociopolitics of practice.
Two lines of argument support this stance. For one thing, it is evident that, as a
matter of contingent empirical fact, "reasons"-appeals to evidence and considerations of explanatory power, as well as of internal and cross-theory consistency-do
frequently play a critical role in determining the content of archaeological interpretations and the presuppositions that frame them, including those embraced or advocated by feminists. That is to say, reasons can be causes; they shape belief and the
outcomes of archaeological inquiry, although their form and authority are never
transparentand never innocent of the power relations that constitute the social contexts of their production. For another, close scrutiny of archaeological practice
makes it clear that, as Roy Bhaskar argued years ago, one crucial and muchneglected feature of science "is that it is work; and hard work at that.... [It] consists
... in the transformation of given products." Most important, these "products" are
built from materials that archaeologists do not construct out of whole cloth, whose
properties they can be (disastrously) wrong about, and whose capacities to act or be
acted upon can be exploited to powerful effect by those intent on "intervening"in the
world(s) they study when these worlds are accurately understood." Sociologically
reductive accounts cannot make sense of these features of archaeological practice,
including the practice of feminists and other critics in and of archaeology. Perhaps
feminists have been more alert to these considerations because here, as in other
contexts, they are painfully aware that the world is not (just) what we make it, and
the cost of systematic error or self-delusion can be very high; effective activism
requires an accurate understanding of the forces we oppose, conceptually, politically,
and materially.
Most recently, the critics within archaeology who raised the specter of hyperrelativism have backed away from their strongest (and most untenable) claims.'2 They
seem to have recognized that, insofar as they mean to expose systematic error and
explain it (e.g., by appeal to the conditions that shape knowledge production), their
own practice poses a dilemma: they bring social contingencies into view by exploiting precisely the evidential constraints and other epistemic considerations they
mean to destabilize. They make good use of the fact that, as enigmatic and richly
constructed as archaeological evidence may be, it does routinely resist appropriation
in any of the terms compatible with dominant views about the past. This capacity of
the world we investigate to subvert our best expectations can force us to reassess
not only specific claims about the past but also background assumptions we may
not have known we held, assumptions that constitute our standpoint in the present.
As critics within archaeology have moved beyond reaction against the New Archaeology and have undertaken to build their own alternative research programs, they
"IDavid Henderson,"The Principleof Charityand the Problemof Irrationality,"Synthese, 1987,
73:225-252 (reasonsas causes); Roy Bhaskar,A Realist Theoryof Science, 2nd ed. (Brighton,Sussex: Harvester, 1978), p. 57; and Ian Hacking, Representing and Intervening: Introductory Topics in
the Philosophy of Natural Science (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1983).

Archaeology and Its Role,"Amer Antiquity,1991, 56:7-18;
12 See, e.g., Ian Hodder,"Interpretive
and ChristopherTilley, 'Archaeologyas Socio-PoliticalAction in the Present,"in Critical Traditions
in Archaeology: Essays in the Philosophy, History, and Socio-Politics of Archaeology (Cambridge:

CambridgeUniv. Press, 1989), pp. 117-135.
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tendto embraceepistemicpositionsthathavemuchin commonwith those occupied
by feminist critics and practitioners.
Parallels with Science Studies
A similarpolarizingdynamichas long structuredrelationsbetween the constituent
fields of science studies.After decades of rancorousdebate between philosophers
and sociologists it is now unavoidable,althoughstill far from being universallyaccepted,thatsociologicalchallenges(themselvesmuchmodifiedin recentyears)cannot simplybe set aside by philosophersas misconceivedor irrelevant;the traditional
philosophicalenterpriseof "rationalreconstruction"must be substantiallybroadened and not only naturalizedbut "psychologized"and "socialized."The hallmark
of postpositivistphilosophy of science is a commitmentto groundphilosophical
analysis in a detailed understandingof scientific practice(historicalor contemporary),an exercise that has forced attentionto the diversityand multidimensionality
of the sciences. This, in turn,makes it increasinglydifficultto sustainthe faith that
thereis any distinctive,unifyingrationalityto be "reconstructed"
acrossthe historical andculturalparticularityof the disciplineswe identifyas scientific.13At the same
time, many sociologists of science now emphasizethat science is work made hard,
in part,by engagementwith the "materiel"of its technology and subjectdomain;
practiceis conditionedby the sortsof considerationsthathavebeen centralto epistemological analysesof science.14
One implicationof these developmentsis thatnone of the existing science studies
disciplines has the resourcesto make sense of the sciences on its own, in strictly
philosophical,sociological, or historicalterms.As AndrewPickeringputs the point,
"Scientificpractice... is situatedand evolves righton the boundary,at the point of
intersection,of the material,social, conceptual(and so on) worlds";it "cuts very
15The crucial challenge, now taken up on
deeply across disciplinaryboundaries."
many fronts,is to develop genuinely interdisciplinarystrategiesof inquiry,and for
this we need problemsandconcepts,categoriesof analysis,thatescape the dichotomous thinking that has structureddisciplinarystudies of science to date, setting
"epistemic"/"internal"
(constitutive)considerationsin oppositionto "social"/"external" (contextual)factors.This is, fundamentally,the challenge of buildingan integrativeprogramof analysis capableof explaininghow the thoroughlyconstructed
materialsof science-for example, whatevercounts as evidence in a given conin fact, "resist" appropriation,sometimes quite unexpectedly and
text-can,
13 See, e.g., contributionsto the symposium"Discourse,Practice,Context:FromHPS to InterdisciplinaryScience Studies,"presentedat the 1994 biennialmeetingof the Philosophyof Science Association: Joseph Rouse, "EngagingScience throughCulturalStudies,"in PSA 1994, ed. David Hull,
Micky Forbes, and RichardBurian(East Lansing,Mich.: Philosophyof Science Association, 1994),
pp. 396-401; Vassiliki Betty Smocovitis, "ContextualizingScience: From Science Studies to Cultural Studies,"ibid., pp. 402-412; Andy Pickering, 'After Representation:Science Studies in the
PerformativeIdiom,"ibid., pp. 413-419; and Brian S. Baigrie, "HPS and the Classic Normative
Mission,"ibid., pp. 420-430.
14 See, e.g., AndrewPickering,"FromScience as Knowledge to Science as Practice,"in Science as
Practice and Culture,ed. Pickering(Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, 1992), pp. 1-28; and Pickering,
"Knowledge,Practice,and Mere Construction,"Social Studiesof Science, 1990, 20:682-729.
'5 Pickering,"Knowledge,Practice,and Mere Construction,"p. 710.
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decisively, and sometimes with the effect of transforming the values and interests
that frame our research programs.
These questions have been central to feminist analyses of science from the outset.
Given political and conceptual commitments that make corrosive hyperrelativism
as uncongenial as unreflective objectivism, feminists have been exploring positions
between, or "beyond,"these polarized alternatives6 throughout the period in which
discipline-specific debates about the implications of hyperrelativism have run their
course. Consider, for example, the efforts to articulate a viable standpoint theory
made by Nancy Hartsock, Sandra Harding, and Donna Haraway; the multidimensional analyses of Evelyn Fox Keller; Helen Longino's treatment of the interplay
between constitutive and contextual values in science; and innumerable critical and
constructive programs of feminist analysis in the social and life sciences (e.g., Anne
Fausto-Sterling's work on biological theories of sex difference and the range of feminist research in the social sciences analyzed by Shulamit Reinharz and anthologized
by Mary Margaret Fonow and Judith Cook, Harding, and Joyce Nielsen).'7 It is a
great loss to mainstream science studies that its practitioners have considered feminist work in these areas almost not at all, even when their own debates propel them
in directions already well explored by feminist philosophers, historians, and sociologists of science.
I submit that the questions constitutive of these traditions of feminist research
are worth pursuing not just because they are important for science studies and for
archaeology, but because we badly need more nuanced critical appraisals of the
fruits and authority of science if, as feminists, we are to exploit the emancipatory
capacity that it may (yet) have. Despite their sometimes apocalyptic conclusions, the
practice of archaeological critics, especially the feminists among them, demonstrates just how powerful systematic empirical inquiry can be as a tool for contesting
the taken-for-granteds that underwrite oppressive forms of life.
GENDER RESEARCH IN ARCHAEOLOGY

Feminist initiatives appeared much later in archaeology than in such cognate fields
as sociocultural anthropology and history. It was not until 1984, just over a decade
16

17

J use Bernstein'slanguage;see Bernstein,Beyond Objectivism and Relativism (cit. n. 10).
Nancy Hartsock,"The Feminist Standpoint:Developing the Groundfor a Specifically Feminist

Historical Materialism," in Discovering Reality. Feminist Perspectives on Epistemology, Metaphysics, Methodology, and Philosophy of Science, ed. Sandra Harding and Merrill B. Hintikka (Dordrecht/

Boston: Reidel, 1983), pp. 238-310; Harding,"Why Has the Sex/GenderSystem Become Visible
Only Now?" ibid., pp. 311-324; Harding, Whose Science? Whose Knowledge? Thinking from Wom-

ens Lives (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1991); Donna Haraway,"SituatedKnowledges: The
Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of PartialPerspective,"in Simians, Cyborgs,and
Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New York: Routledge, 1991); Evelyn Fox Keller, Secrets of Life,
Secrets of Death: Essays on Language, Gender, and Science (New York: Routledge, 1992); Keller,
"Gender and Science," Psychoanalysis and Contemporary Thought, 1978, 1:409-433; Keller, 'A

Worldof Difference,"in Reflectionson Gender and Science (New Haven,Conn.: Yale Univ. Press,
1985), pp. 158-179; Helen Longino, Science as Social Knowledge: Values and Objectivity in Scien-

in
tific Inquiry(Princeton,N.J.: PrincetonUniv. Press, 1990);Anne Fausto-Sterling,"Introduction,"
Myths of Gender: Biological Theories about Women and Men (New York: Basic, 1985), pp. 9-12;

ShulamitReinharz,FeministMethodsin Social Research(Oxford:OxfordUniv. Press, 1992); Mary
Margaret Fonow and Judith A. Cook, eds., Beyond Methodology: Feminist Scholarship as Lived

Research (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1991); Harding, ed., Feminism and Methodology
(Bloomington:IndianaUniv. Press, 1987); andJoyce McCarlNielsen, ed., FeministResearchMethods: Exemplary Readings in the Social Sciences (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1990).
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Figue 1. Womancarryingantelope in burdenbasket.(WilliamEndnerCollection,G 495,
Museumof WesternColorado.Al LigraniPhoto.)A drawingof this Mimbresbowl appears
on the cover of Joan M. Gero and Margaret W Conkey, eds., Engendering Archaeology:

WomenandPrehistory
(Oxford:Blackwell,1991).

ago, that the first paper appearedin Anglo-Americanarchaeologythat arguedexplicitly for the relevanceof feministinsightsand approachesto the study of gender.
And it was another seven years before a book presented a substantial body of original
edited by Joan Gero and Margaret
work in the area. This took the form of a collection

Conkey, Engendering Archaeology: Women and Prehistory,'18 which was the outcome of a small working conferenceconvenedby the editors in 1988 specifically
for the purpose of mobilizing interest in the questions about women and gender
posed by ConkeyandJanetSpectorin 1984 (see Figures 1 and2). Most participants
had never consideredthese questionsand had no special interestin feminist initiatives.
The following year,the graduatestudentorganizersof an annualthematicconference at the Universityof Calgarychose 'The Archaeologyof Gender"as theirtopic
for the fall 1989 "Chacmool"conference.To everyone'1)s
surprise,the open call for
papersadvertisingthis meeting drew over a hundredcontributionson a wide range
of topics, a substantiallylargerresponse than had been realized for any previous
18Conkey and Spector, "Archaeologyand the Study of Gender"(cit. n. 4); and Gero and Conkey,
eds., EngenderingArchaeology(cit. n. 3).
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Figure 2. Participantsin "Womenand Productionin Prehistory, the small working
conferenceorganizedby Joan Gero and Meg Conkeythatgave rise to Engendering
Theconferencewas held at the WedgePlantationin SouthCarolina,
Archaeology.
5-9 April 1988.
T Douglas Price
Alison M-lie
Russell G. Handsman
PrudenceM. Rice
Janet D. Spector
RuthE. Tringham HenriettaMoore ThomasL Jackson Peter White
CherylP Claassen
PattyJo Watson
Susan
Irene
Joan M. MargaretW ElizabethM.
ChristineP
Conkey
Pollock Silverblatt
Germ
Brumfiel
Hastorf

(Conferencephotographgenerouslyprovidedby the organizers.)

Chacmool conference.'9The only previous meetings on gender had been annual
colloquia at the meetings of the Society for HistoricalArchaeology (beginningin
19MarshaP. Hanen and Jane Kelley undertookan analysis of the abstractsfor paperspresentedat
this conference with the aim of determininghow wide ranging they were in topic and orientation.
The results are published in Hanen and Kelley, "Genderand ArchaeologicalKnowledge,"in Metaarchaeologp;

ed. Embree (cit n. 10), pp. 195-227. Chacmool conferences have been held at the

University of Calgaryevery fall since 1966. They are sponsoredby the archaeologyundergraduate
society of the Departmentof Archaeology,but graduatestudentsand faculty are centrally involved
in their organization.They have developed a strong reputationin North America and, increasingly,
abroadas well-focused, congenial workingconferencesthathave steadilyincreasedin size and scope
since their inception. The 1989 meeting representssomething of a threshold,in which the number
of submissions grew substantially,from the forty to sixty typical of previous years to more than a
hundred,a patternof growththat has been sustainedby subsequentChacmool conferences.
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1988) and several Norwegian and British conferences and conference sessions.20
The 1989 Chacmoolproceedingswere publishedtwo years later,and in the meantime at least five other widely advertisedpublic conferences, and a number of
smaller-scale workshopsand conference symposia, were organized in Australia,
NorthAmerica,and the United Kingdom;severalof these haveproducedpublished
proceedingsor edited volumes.21In an annotatedbibliographyof paperson archaeology and genderthat were presentedat conferencesfrom 1964 through1992, the
editor/compiler,CherylClaassen,indicatesthat only twenty-fourof a total of 284
entries were presentedbefore 1988 and that only two of these appearedin print;
more than half the entries are paperspresentedbetween 1988 and 1990, and fully
40 percentof those presentedafter 1988 have been published.So, despite the fact
thatlittle morethanConkeyandSpector's1984 paperwas in printby the late 1980s,
when variousgroupsof enterprisingorganizersset about arrangingarchaeological
conferenceson gender,there seems to have been considerableinterestin the topic
that was, in a sense, just waitingfor an outlet, an interestthathas since takenhold
acrossthe field as a whole.22
The questionsraisedby these developmentsare conventionalenough;they have
to do with theory change, with why these initiativesshould have appearedin the
formthey did andwhen they did, andwith theirimplicationsfor the presuppositions
of entrenchedtraditionsof research.23
I havefoundthese to be resolutelyintractable
questions, however,because the conditions shaping the emergence of gender research in archaeologyare so multidimensional:a great many factors are at work,
none of them separablefrom the others,and they operateon differentscales, some
20 These include a thematicconferenceheld in Norwayin 1979, the proceedingsof which
appeared
eight years later:ReidarBertelsen,ArnvidLillehammer,and Jenny-RitaNaess, eds., WereTheyAll
Men? An Examinationof Sex Roles in PrehistoricSociety (AmS-Varia,17) (Stavanger:Arkeologisk
Museum I Stavanger,1987). Also, several sessions on women and gender were organized for the
annualmeetings of the TheoreticalArchaeology Groupin the United Kingdom (in 1982, 1985, and
1987); see KarenArnold, RobertaGilchrist, Pam Graves,and SarahTaylor,"Womenin Archaeology,"ArchaeologicalReviewsfrom Cambridge(special issue), 1988, 7:2-8.
21 Walde and Willows, eds., Archaeology of Gender (cit. n. 6) (Chacmool proceedings); Cheryl
Claassen, ed., Exploring Gender throughArchaeology (Monographsin World Archaeology, 11)
(Madison, Wis.: PrehistoryPress, 1992); Claassen, ed., Womenin Archaeology (cit. n. 6); du Cros
and Smith, eds., Womenin Archaeology(cit. n. 6); and Seifert, ed., Genderin HistoricalArchaeology
(cit. n. 3).
22 Cheryl Claassen, "Bibliographyof Archaeology and Gender:Papers Delivered at Archaeology
Conferences, 1964-1992," AnnotatedBibliographiesfor Anthropologists,1992, 1(2). See also the
annotatedbibliographycompiled by ElisabethA. Bacus et al., eds., A GenderedPast: A Critical
Bibliographyof Gender in Archaeology (TechnicalReports, 25) (Ann Arbor:Univ. Michigan Museum of Anthropology,1993). Some earlier archaeologicalpublicationson women and gender include Anne Barstow,"The Uses of Archeology for Women'sHistory:James Mellaart'sWorkon the
Neolithic Goddess at Catal Huyuk,"Feminist Studies, 1978, 4(3):7-17; Alice Kehoe, "The Shackles
of Tradition,"in The HiddenHalf: Studies of Plains Indian Women,ed. PatriciaAlbers and Beatrice
Medicine (Washington,D.C.: Univ. PressAmerica, 1983), pp. 53-73; severalimportantcontributions
by Alice Kehoe, SarahNelson, PatriciaO'Brien, PamelaBumstead,et al., to Powers of Observation:
Alternative Views in Archeology,ed. Nelson and Kehoe (Archaeological Papers, 2) (Washington,
D.C.: AmericanAnthropologicalAssociation, 1990); RaynaRapp,"Genderand Class:An Archaeology of Knowledge Concerningthe Originof the State,"Dialectical Anthropology,1977, 2:309-316;
and JanetD. Spector, "Male/FemaleTaskDifferentiationamong the Hidatsa:Towardthe Development of an ArchaeologicalApproachto the Study of Gender,"in HiddenHalf ed. Albers and Medicine, pp. 77-99.
23 The formulationof these questions is discussed in more detail in Alison Wylie, "FeministCritiques andArchaeologicalChallenges,"in Archaeologyof Gender,ed. Waldeand Willows (cit. n. 6),
pp. 17-23.
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highly local while others are quite general. Indeed, nothing brings home more forcefully the need for an integrative program of feminist science studies than grappling
with the complexities of these recent developments in archaeology. What follows is
a provisional and, most important, a syncretic account of the conditions responsible
for the "engendering" of archaeology; fully integrated categories of analysis remain
to be formulated. My aim is to illustrate why none of the familiar strategies for
explaining science is adequate taken on its own. This will inevitably raise more
questions than I can answer but will allow me to specify, in the conclusion, some of
the tasks at hand in refraining science studies.

Theoreticaland MethodologicalConsiderations
When Conkey and Spector argued the case for an archaeology of gender in 1984,
they suggested that the dearth of such work was to be explained by the dominance
of an especially narrow,ecologically reductive conception of culture that was associated with the New Archaeology. In an effort to make archaeology scientific, attention
had been diverted from all types of "internal,""ethnographic"variables; gender dynamics were just one casualty of a general preoccupation with interactions between
cultural systems and their external environments, associated with the conviction that
"internal" variables are both inaccessible and explanatorily irrelevant. Initially this
explanation seemed persuasive; I have argued for it myself.24The difficulty, however,
is that a great many of those who subscribed to the scientific ideals of the New
Archaeology never did give up an interest in the social structures and internal dynamics of the cultural "systems" they studied; they showed great initiative in devising strategies for documenting, in archaeological terms, such inscrutables as interaction networks, kinds and degrees of social stratification, and modes of community
and household organization (and changes in all of these over time). Given this, the
real question is, Why did these more expansive New Archaeologists not turn their
attention to gendered divisions of labor and organizational structures?
This lacuna is especially puzzling when we recognize that the New Archaeology
and its most stringently ecologistic models were decisively challenged at the turn of
the 1980s, initiating a decade of wide-ranging exploration in which archaeologists
reopened a great many questions that had been set aside by more orthodox New
Archaeologists."5 According to the "theoretical and methodological constraint"
model, research on gender and critiques of androcentrism should have appeared with
these other initiatives at the beginning of the 1980s, rather than a decade later. In
fact, some early critics of the New Archaeology did explicitly advocate "feminist"
initiatives as an example of just the sort of politically self-conscious archaeology
they endorsed. Few pursued these suggestions, however, and several of these critics
have since been sharply criticized by Norwegian and British feminists who argue
that their own practice was often not just androcentric but quite explicitly sexist.26
24 Alison Wylie, "GenderTheory and the ArchaeologicalRecord:Why Is There No Archaeology
of Gender?"in EngenderingArchaeology,ed. Gero and Conkey (cit. n. 3), pp. 31-54.
25 See, e.g., Colin Renfrew'sbaleful account of the proliferationof "isms"in Renfrew,"Explana-

tion Revisited," in Theory and Explanation in Archaeology, ed. Renfrew, M. J. Rowlands, and B. A.

Segraves(New York:Academic, 1982), pp. 5-23.
26 Examplesof early interestin feminist approachesinclude contributionsto Ideology,Power and
Prehistoriced. Daniel Miller and ChristopherTilley (Cambridge:CambridgeUniv. Press, 1984):
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In retrospect,it seems that the new generationof archaeologistssharedwith their
predecessorsa numberof (largely implicit) presuppositions;despite other differences, they all tended to treatgenderas a stable, unchanging(biological) given in
the socioculturalenvironment.If the social roles thatbiological males and females
occupy can be assumed to be the same across time and culturalcontext-to be
"naturally"theirs-gender is not a variablethat can be relevantin explainingculturalchange.The question,Why not before?then becomes, Why now? Why would
come to be seen as problematicnow? Here
this particularset of taken-for-granteds
the complexityof the explanandumoutstripsthe explanatoryresourcesaffordedby
standardcategoriesof philosophicalanalysis.
SociopoliticalFactors
My thesis is thatnothingin the theoreticalcontent,intellectualhistory,methodological refinement,or evidential resources of contemporaryarchaeologycan explain
why an interestin questionsaboutwomen and gendershould have arisen(only) in
the late 1980s. Sociopolitical featuresof the researchcommunityand its practice
play a centralrole in determiningthe timing,the form,andthe impactof the feminist
critiques and researchprogramson gender that have begun to challenge the entrenchedandrocentrismof archaeology.In orderbetterto understandthese factors,
I undertooka surveyof everyonewho participatedin the 1989 Chacmoolconference
and did interviewswith a numberof those I identifiedas "catalysts":those who had
been instrumentalin organizingthis and relatedconferencesand in producingthe
publicationsthat drew attentionto the need for and promiseof feminist initiatives
in archaeology.My immediateaim was to determinewhat factorshad convergedin
creatingthe substantialconstituencyof archaeologistswho were ready and willing
to attenda conferenceon genderdespite the lack of visible workin the area.
At the outset I assumedthatthe emergenceof feminist initiativesin archaeology
had followed roughlythe same course as in otherclosely affiliateddisciplines(e.g.,
socioculturalanthropology,history,paleontology):they appearedwhen a critical
mass of womenenteredthe field who hadbeen politicizedin the women'smovement
and were thereforeinclinedto notice, and to be skepticalof, the taken-for-granteds
about gender that had hithertostructuredarchaeologicalinterpretationand the researchagendaof the field. In archaeologya significantincreasein the representation
of women was not realizeduntil afterthe mid 1970s. I expected, then, thatparticipants in the 1989 Chacmoolconferencewould prove to be predominantlywomen
drawnfromthe firstprofessionalcohortsin which womenwere stronglyrepresented
and that they would have been attractedto the topic of the conferencebecause of
priorinvolvementin feministactivismand scholarship.This accountwould suggest
Mary Braithwaite,"Ritualand Prestige in the Prehistoryof Wessex c. 2200-1400 B.C.: A New Dimension to the ArchaeologicalEvidence,"pp. 93-110; and Ian Hodder,"Burials,Houses, Women,
and Men in the EuropeanNeolithic,"pp. 51-68. For criticisms of this work see Ericka Engelstad,
"Imagesof Power and Contradiction:Feminist Theory and PostprocessualArchaeology,"Antiquity,
1991, 65:502-514; and Roberta Gilchrist, "Review of Experiencing Archaeology by Michael
Shanks,"Archaeol.Rev. Cambridge,1992, 11:188-191. In the latterdiscussion Gilchristdrawsattention to a notorious passage in which Shanks likens archaeology,specifically excavation,to striptease-each "discoveryis a little release of gratification"-pretty clearly reaffirmingdominantassumptionsthat the subject position of the archaeologistis normativelygenderedmale.
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that the 1989 Chacmool conference afforded participants an opportunity to integrate
preexisting feminist commitments with professional interests in archaeology.
In the event, 72 percent of the 1989 Chacmool participants responded to the survey, providing me with enormously detailed answers to a lengthy list of open-ended
questions about their background training and research interests, their reasons for
attending the conference, their involvement with feminist scholarship and activism,
and their views about why gender research should be emerging in archaeology in
the late 1980s. Preliminary analysis suggests that my initial hypothesis captures the
experience and motivations of most of the "catalysts" but not of conference participants. The survey results do bear out my hypothesis about the demographic profile
of contributors to the Chacmool program but confound my assumptions about their
backgrounds and why they attended this first public conference on "The Archaeology of Gender."
Those who attended the 1989 Chacmool conference were disproportionately
women, and these women, more than the men, were drawn from cohorts that entered
the field in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the representation of women in
North American archaeology doubled. Altogether 80 percent of submissions to the
conference were made by women; this more than inverts the ratio of women to men
in North American archaeology as a whole, where women make up roughly 36 percent of practitioners.27And while the average age of men and women at the time of
the conference was very similar (forty-three as compared to forty years), the men
were more widely distributed across age grades; altogether 60 percent of the women
(twice the proportion of men) were clustered in the twenty-six to forty age range.
Combined with information about their education and employment status, this suggests that, as I had expected, the majority of those who attended the conference
were middle-ranked professional women who would have completed their graduate
training and achieved some measure of job security by the mid to late 1980s, just
when the first stirrings of public interest in questions about women and gender began
to appear in archaeology. Moreover, most of these women made it clear that the call
for papers tapped an existing interest in questions about gender; only a fifth reported
ever having attended a Chacmool conference in the past (over half of the men reported being regular or previous attendees), and virtually all said the main reason
they attended the 1989 Chacmool conference was the topic.
The survey responses also make it clear, however, that an avowed interest in questions about gender does not necessarily reflect a feminist standpoint. Nearly half of
the women (and more of the men) said explicitly that they do not identify themselves
as feminists, and many of those who embraced the label recorded reservations about
what it means. Although three-quarters of respondents (both men and women) said
they had a prior interest in research on gender, altogether two-thirds described the
Chacmool conference as opening up a new area of interest for them, and less than
half reported any previous involvement in women's studies or familiarity with femi27
Countsof the membershiplists for the Society for AmericanArchaeologyand the Archaeological Instituteof America show that,before 1973, women never made up more than 13 percentof the
society's members;in 1973 their representationjumped to 18 percent and by 1976 to 30 percent.
Altogether36 percent of SAA memberswere women in the fall of 1988, when the Chacmool call
for paperswas distributed,a level of representationthat has been stable in the field since then. See,
e.g., Kramerand Stark,"Statusof Womenin Archaeology"(cit. n. 6); andPatterson,Towarda Social

Historn of Archaeology (cit. n. 6), pp. 81-82.
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nist researchin other fields. These results are consistent with MarshaHanen and
JaneKelley'sanalysisof the conferenceabstracts,which revealswhat they describe
as a "dearth"of referencesto feministliterature,authors,influences,or ideas.28Most
striking,just half of the women and a quarterof the men who respondedto the
surveyindicatedany involvementin women'sgroups,in action on women'sissues,
or in "feministactivism,"and most describedtheirinvolvementas limitedto "being
on a mailinglist" or "sendingmoney,"usuallyto women'ssheltersand reproductive
rights groups. Very few had been involved in any direct action or frontlinework
with the agencies and groupsthey supported.No doubtthis level of involvementin
the women'smovement(broadlyconstrued)is substantiallyhigher than is typical
for NorthAmericanarchaeologists.Even so, it does not supportthe hypothesisthat
the majorityof participantsin the Chacmoolconferenceon "The Archaeologyof
Gender"had been independentlypoliticized as feminists and had welcomed this
conferenceas a firstpublicopportunityto integratetheirfeministandarchaeological
commitments.
The resultsof this preliminaryanalysissuggest, then, thatthe expandedcohortof
women enteringthe field at the turnof the 1980s broughtto theirworkin archaeology a standpointof sensitivityto genderissues-no doubtin some sense a gendered
standpoint-but not an explicitly feminist standpoint.Hanen and Kelley describe
this orientationas a largelyuntheorizedand apolitical"grassroots"interestin questions aboutgenderrelationsandcategories.29
It would seem thatthe 1989 Chacmool
call for papersresonatedwith a latent awarenessof the contested and contestable
natureof genderroles, consideredboth as a featureof daily life and as a possible
topic for investigationin archaeology.Indeed, for many the conference seems to
havebeen attractivebecauseit providedan opportunityto engage these questionsat
arm'slength, on the relatively safe (or at least familiar)terrainof archaeological
inquiry.And for some this scholarlyinterestprovedto be politicizing:a numberof
respondentsnoted, in their survey returnsand in subsequentcorrespondence,that
theirworkon the "archaeologyof gender"has putthemin touchwith feministscholarshipin other fields and has led to an involvementin women'sgroups active on
issues such as workplaceequity, sexual harassment,reproductiverights, and violence against women. By contrast,almost all who played a role as catalysts had
alreadybeen politicized as feministsand then broughtthis explicitly feministangle
of vision to bearon the programsof researchin which they were engagedas archaeologists.
In these two ratherdifferentsenses, then, the appearanceof gender researchin
archaeologyin the last few yearsseems to reflecta growingawareness,amongrelatively young professionalsin the field, of the gendereddimensionsof theirexperience, perhapsprovokedby the fact thatthe gendercompositionof theirown cohort
disruptsthe statusquo. And perhaps,as amorphousand ill-defineda standpointas
this is, it was sufficient to incline (some) membersof this cohort, especially the
women, to greaterawarenessof and skepticismaboutthe androcentrisminherentin
extantresearchprograms.Much remainsto be done to determinewhat constitutes
this "grassroots"standpointof gendersensitivity,how it is articulatedin archaeological contexts, how it relates to the genderpolitics of the largersociety, and how it
28
29

Hanen and Kelley, "GenderandArchaeologicalKnowledge"(cit. n. 19).
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shapes archaeological practice; evaluation and refinement of this hypothesis will
depend, in part, on further analysis of the survey responses and, in part, on comparative analysis (within archaeology and across fields). But if this line of argument is
plausible, it was a distinctive self-consciousness about gender relations that put these
new participants in a position to think differently about their discipline and their
subject matter, to identify gaps in analysis, to question taken-for-granted assumptions about women and gender, and to envision a range of alternatives for inquiry and
interpretationthat simply had not occurred to their older, largely male colleagues
colleagues whose gender privilege (as men working in a highly masculinized disciplinary culture) includes an unquestioning fit between their gendered experience and
the androcentrism that partially frames the research traditions in which they work.

ContentAnalysis and the Role of Evidence
If it is accepted that sociopolitical factors are centrally responsible for the emergent
(archaeological) interest in women and gender as a research subject, broader questions about epistemic implications immediately arise. My thesis is that although
such examples make it clear that the standpoint of practitioners affects every aspect
of inquiry-the formation of questions, the (re)definition of categories of analysis,
the kinds of material treated as (potential) evidence, the bodies of background
knowledge engaged in interpreting archaeological data as evidence, the range of
explanatory and reconstructive hypotheses considered plausible, and the array of
presuppositions held open to systematic examination-they also demonstrate that
standpoint does not, in any strict sense, determine the outcomes of inquiry. The
results produced by those working from a gender-sensitive standpoint are not explicable, in their details, in terms of the angle of vision or social location that constitutes this standpoint. Consider, briefly, two examples that illustrate this point.3"
In their critique of theories about the emergence of horticulture in the Eastern
Woodlands, mentioned earlier, Pat Watson and Mary Kennedy begin with a conceptual analysis that draws attention to the conspicuous absence of women in accounts
of how this transition was realized, even though they are accorded a central role in
plant collection (before) and cultivation (after)."3One explanatory model identifies
male shamans as the catalysts for this transition; their interest in manipulating plant
stocks resulted in the development of cultigens. In another, the plants effectively
domesticate themselves by an "automatic" process of adaptation to conditions disrupted by human activities (in "domestilocalities"). As Watson and Kennedy point
out, women passively follow plants around when they are wild and passively tend
them once domesticated but play no role in the transition from one state to the other.
The authors then deploy collateral evidence to show that this failure to recognize
women as potential catalysts of change carries substantial costs in explanatory elegance and plausibility. The automatic domestication thesis must counter ethno- and
paleobotanical evidence that the key domesticates appeared very early in environments that were by no means optimal for them, evidence that suggests that some
human intervention must have been involved in the process of domestication. Like30
The analysis of these examples has been developed in more detail in Wylie, "EvidentialConstraints"(cit. n. 2).
(cit. n. 3).
3' Watsonand Kennedy,"Developmentof Horticulture"
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wise, the shaman hypothesis must ignore the implications of presuming that women
were involved full time in the exploitation of the plants that later became domesticates, as well as ethnohistorical evidence that shamanism is by no means a male
preserve and that women in foraging societies often hold the primary expertise about
plant and animal resources that informs group movement and other subsistencerelated decision making.
Whatever standpoint-specific factors might have put Watson and Kennedy in a
position to notice the common incongruity in these explanatory models (the disappearing women), what makes their analysis compelling is their identification of internal contradictions in the logic of these models and their use of collateral evidence
to call into question the assumptions that underlie these contradictions. They grant
their opponents the assumptions they make about sexual divisions of labor in foraging and horticultural societies but point out that the archaeological record does not,
in fact, deliver any evidence that, interpreted subject to these assumptions, would
indicate that men mediated the transition to horticulture. And they make use of independent paleobotanical evidence to call into question the plausibility of "automatic
domestication" accounts that deny human agency any substantial role in the transition. In neither case are the presuppositions of Watson and Kennedy's (re)interpretation of the evidence dependent on the assumptions about women's capacities that
they criticize or embrace.
In a project that moves beyond critique, also mentioned earlier, Christine Hastorf
relies on a similar strategy, exploiting independent background knowledge and
sources of evidence to reassess the way in which women's labor and domestic units
are conceptualized in state-formation theories for the highland Andes.32 She compares the sex ratios and lifetime dietary profiles of skeletal material recovered from
burials in the Montaro Valley through the period when the Inka first made their
imperial presence felt in this region. She found that the dietary intake of men and
women was undifferentiated until the advent of Inka influence but then diverged
sharply on the isotope value associated with the consumption of maize. Comparing
these results with patterns of change over time in other aspects of the sites, she found
independent evidence of intensified production and increasingly segregated work
areas related to the processing of maize. To interpret these findings she relied on
ethnohistoric sources that establish the association of women with maize processing
and beer production and suggest that Inka rule involved negotiating with local men
as the heads of households and communities and extracting them from their households to serve as conscript labor on Inka construction projects. These multiple lines
of evidence suggest that the gendered organization of domestic units was significantly altered by Inka rule; the hierarchical, gender-differentiated divisions of labor
and consumption patterns now familiar in the region were established when local
communities were incorporated into a state system. This means that gender relations
and household organization cannot be treated as a stable substrate that predates, and
persists as a given through, the rising and falling fortunes of states; state formation
in the Andes depended on a fundamental restructuring of household-based social
relations of production.
As in Watson and Kennedy's case, nothing in the social and political factors that
may have informed Hastorf's interest in questions about gender determines that she
32

Hastorf,"Gender,Space, and Food in Prehistory"(cit. n. 5).
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should have found such striking divergence in the dietary profiles of men and women
or such congruence in patterns of change over time in several materially and inferentially independent aspects of the archaeological record. The presuppositions that
Hastorf uses to construct data as evidence are not the same as those that define the
questions she asks or the range of hypotheses she entertains; they may be radically
theory-laden, but they are not laden by the same theories that are tested against this
evidence or frame her research program. To put the point more generally, feminist
practitioners exploit the fact that androcentric assumptions about gender roles generally lack the resources to ensure that archaeological data will conform to androcentric, presentist expectations; these assumptions do not deliver, along with reconstructive hypotheses, the linking principles necessary to establish evidential claims
about the antecedent conditions that produced the contents of a specific archaeological record.
There is nothing unique to feminist or gender-sensitive research in this respect.
The limited independence of facts of the record from the background assumptions
that establish their import as evidence is the primary methodological resource that
archaeologists use to assess the credibility of claims about the past in most contexts
of inquiry.33It is in this that the capacity of evidence to resist our expectations resides. We can exploit this potential in any number of standpoint-specific ways; critics
of racism, sexism, nationalism, and classism in archaeology use it to bring into view
taken-for-granteds that we should be questioning. That they should do so is no doubt
overdetermined by a range of social, theoretical, political, and empirical factors, but
exactly how they proceed and what they find out-where or, indeed, whether they
locate incongruities that open a space for critical engagement-is also very much a
function of the evidence they engage when they assess their own interpretive hypotheses and the background assumptions, the auxiliaries, on which they rely. It is this
capacity of even quite remote subjects of inquiry to act back on us that we must
keep in view when negotiating polarized debates about the implications of recognizing the limitations and partiality of our sciences.
CONCLUSIONS

I draw four forward-looking conclusions concerning the tasks that face the proponents of a genuinely interdisciplinary, integrative program of feminist science
studies.
1. Critiques that bring into view the pervasive ways in which social and political
factors shape inquiry, including those foregrounded by feminist critics of science,
should not be the end of discussion about such epistemological questions as what
constitutes evidence and "good reasons" in a given context of scientific practice.
Rather, they should be the beginning of a new kind of discussion, which feminists
are especially well situated to carry forward.
2. To set discussion on a new footing, we must break the grip of the presupposition
(held by objectivists and relativists alike) that objectivity is an all-or-nothing affair,
that it is something we have only if the process and products of inquiry are (implausibly) free of any social or political entanglements and something we lose irrevocably
-''This analysisis developed in moredetail in Wylie, "EvidentialConstraints"(cit. n. 2); andWylie,
"Constitutionof ArchaeologicalEvidence"(cit. n. 1).
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if thereis any evidence that science reflects the standpointof its makers.We must
also give up the view that "neutral"investigatorsare best fitted to maximize the
cluster of (often sharplydivergent)virtues we associate with "objectivity."34
We
need accountsof knowledgeproduction,authorization,credibility,anduse thatrecognize that the contextualfeaturesof social location (standpoint)can make a constructive difference in maximizing these epistemic virtues, including quite pragmatic virtues such as reliabilityunderspecific ranges of application(a capacityto
"travel"
35) and intersubjectivestability.The contributionsof feminist researchers
(both critical and constructive)make it clear that diverse standpointscan greatly
enhancethe likelihood of realizingspecific sorts of empiricalaccuracyor explanatory breadthand may ensurethata rigorouslycriticalperspectivewill be broughtto
bear (or, indeed, that detachmentwill be preserved)in the evaluationof claims or
assumptionsthat members of a homogeneous community might never think to
question.
3. These proposalshaveconcreteimplicationsfor researchpractice.Accordingto
currentobjectivistwisdom, we can best safeguardthe authorityof science and of
specific scientific claims by eliminatingfrom the processes by which we evaluate
knowledge claims any hint of contaminationfrom social or political context. But
from the foregoing, it follows that a commitmentto objectivitymay requiredirect
considerationof the sociopolitical standpointof inquirersin the adjudicationof
knowledgeclaims as an integralpartof scientificinquiry.36
4. Finally,these observationshaveimplicationsfor feministscience studies.They
suggest a need for analysesof science thatareat once empiricallygrounded(historically,sociologically,andin the sciences themselves)andepistemicallysophisticated,
that work "rightat the boundary"(as Pickeringhas put it) between the existing
science studiesdisciplines,andthatbringtogetherequityandcontentcritiques.They
suggest, further,that feminist science studies must incorporatea normativeas well
as a descriptivecomponentand that science studies practitioners,most especially
feminists, should deliberatelyposition themselves as "insider/outsiders"
with respect to the sciences they study.The work of a great many feminist theorists of
science alreadyexemplifiesthis hybridstance.37Indeed,this activeengagementwith
the sciences may be one reason why feminist practitionersand analystsof science
have resisted the categories imposed by debates between philosophersand sociologists, constructivistsand objectivists in their various fields of (metascientific)
practice.
34 See, e.g., ElisabethLloyd, "Objectivityand the Double Standardfor Feminist Epistemologies,"
Synthese, 1996, 104:351-381.
35 Haraway,
Simians, Cyborgs,and Women(cit. n. 17).
36 Feminist researchersmove in this directionwhen they insist on the need for rigorousreflexivity,
in the sense explicatedby Fonow and Cook and by Mies: MaryMargaretFonow andJudithA. Cook,
"Back to the Future:A Look at the Second Waveof Feminist Epistemology and Methodology,"in
Beyond Methodology, ed. Fonow and Cook (cit. n. 17), pp. 1-15; and Maria Mies, "Towardsa
Methodologyfor Feminist Research,"in Theoriesof Women'sStudies, ed. GloriaBowles and Renate
Duelli Klein (New York:Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983), pp. 117-139.
37 See, e.g., the works of Keller,
Fausto-Sterling,and Harawaycited in note 17, above, and the
collaborativework of Helen Longino and Ruth Doell: "Body,Bias, and Behavior:A Comparative
Analysis of Reasoningin TwoAreas of Biological Science,"Signs: Journalof Womenin Cultureand
Society, 1983, 9:206-227.

